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Fleetwood Town 4, Barrow 1

Jamie Vardy grabbed his 20th
goal of the season as Fleetwood
Town recovered from their Fa
Cup exit to go top of the Blue
Square Bet Premier after a
confident 4-1 win over Barrow.

Peter Till opened his goalscoring ac-
count for the season and there was also a
goal for Danny Rose on his home debut,
as Town bounced back from a 5-1 loss to
Championship Blackpool on Saturday.

Micky Mellon made two changes to his
side, as Jamie Milligan and Junior Brown
made way for Rose and Alan Goodall. New
addition Lee Fowler had to settle for a
place on the bench.

It took only four minutes for the home
side to take the lead, as Jamie McGuire’s
pass to Vardy sent him speeding down the
left and able to set up Till with a low ball
into the area, who duly struck past former
Cod Army favourite Danny Hurst.

Vardy stormed down the middle after 10
minutes and played a through ball to Till,
who cut inside the box only to see his shot
deflected for a corner.

Five minutes later Peter Cavanagh sent
a searching pass down the right for Shaun
Beeley, who ventured forwards and pulled
the ball back for Rose in the area. Rose
managed to set up Till, but again his ef-

forts could only result in a corner. Barrow
were doing well to hold back a flurry of at-
tacks from Fleetwood, as their own efforts
up front were thwarted.

At the other end Vardy found himself
with a chance to increase Town’s lead as
he tried to sneak a strike into the bottom
left-hand corner, but Hurst was on hand to
prevent him from doing so. The Sheffield-
born striker was in full flow, brimming
with energy and chasing down every ball.

Two minutes after the restart and
Fleetwood had grabbed a second. This
time it was Till who set up Vardy, floating
a pinpoint ball into the area for Town’s top
scorer to chest down and fire past Hurst.

Town were very much in control and
went 3-0 up six minutes later through
Rose. Till’s pass sent Beeley running into
the penalty area from the right to pull the
ball back for Rose in a role reversal from
the first half; this time he found the net.

McGuire was lucky to go unpunished
after raising his hand to Ritchie Baker,
and Goodall picked up his first booking of
the season after 64 minutes as he conceded
a free kick to the right of the area; luckily
Barrow could not capitalise after Paul
Smith’s shot flew over the bar.

A foul by Seddon five minutes later
prompted referee Steve Bratt to award
Barrow another free kick to the left of the
area. This time, the Bluebirds took full

advantage. Baker’s cross looked to be a
routine catch for Davies, but it was fum-
bled by the normally reliable keeper and
tapped home by Jackson.

Fleetwood made their third substitution
immediately afterwards, McGuire making
way for Magno Vieira, with Cavanagh
booked for a trip on his marker three
minutes later.

Town continued to terrorise Barrow’s
defence, as Mangan found Vardy with a
clever pass on the 76th minute. Nine times
out of ten he would have blasted the ball
past the ‘keeper to extend his side’s lead;
in this instance he blasted the ball into the
Memorial Stand.

Town should have got a fourth after 82
minutes, as Vieira found himself one on
one with Hurst after a fantastic through
ball from Vardy. The Brazilian opted for
an attempted chip over the keeper, but
could only watch as the ball sailed over.

A minute later, however, and all was
forgiven. Vardy found space on the left to
run into the area and lure Hurst off his
line; the angle was tight but the striker
managed to find the bottom corner to score
Town’s fourth of the night.
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Danny Rose on debut, above. Vardy shoots, below

Peter Till scores the first goal last night, left, and
celebrates, above Pictures: Bill Johnson
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